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November 18, 2019 

Opening Remark s/ Introduction of Members 
Ms. Elaine Denning, Executive Secretary of the NASA Advisory Council (NAC) Science Committee 
(SC), opened the meeting and made administrative announcements. She introduced Dr. Meenakshi 
Wadhwa , Chair of the Science Committee , who brought the meeting to order. Members and meet ing 
attendees introduced themselve s around the room. 

NASA Science Overview 
Dr. Thoma s Zurb uchen , Associate Administrator (AA) of the Science Mission Directorate (SMD), 
presented an overview of division activities, focused mostly on new developme nts that had occurred since 
the October teleconference: a recently announced Near Earth Objects (NEOs) mission ; issues that relate 
to international co llaboration s; an update on CubeSats and SmallSats, which have proven useful for 
science; and education , trainin g, and innova tion. 

SMD is very enth usiast ic to be going forward to the Moon in 2021, where there is much new knowledge 
to be gained from upcoming missions including NOVA-C , Peregrine One, and the Volatiles Inve st igating 
Polar Exploration Rover (VIPER). Science highlight s include the recent shipment of Solar Orbiter (SO) to 
the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), on schedule for launc h in February 2020. Dr. Zurbuchen congratulated 
the European Space Agency (ESA) for finishing the vehicle on time , and also than ked Dr. Nicky Fox, 
Director of the Heliophysics Division (HPD). SO will launch on a United Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas 
V. Dr. Zurbuchen noted that he had been on the Science and Technology Definition Team (STDT) for the 
mission, and while at the University of Michigan had proposed one of the instruments that was 
subsequently developed by the universit y. Dr. Zurbuchen said that SO has breakthrough potential in three 
areas. Although it will not fly as closely to the Sun as the Parker Solar Probe (PSP), it will orbit in the 
region of the inner planets with the best in-situ instrument s ever flown in space. SO will use an ion 
electric propulsion engine that will enable a Venus fly-by. Also, SO will be able to see the constraints of 
the magnetic dynamo as it re-emerges from the po lar regions of the Sun. The in-s itu science makes for a 
unique mission , in complement with PSP and the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) , a ground- . 
based component operated by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Together these missions and 
instruments will open a new era oftransformative research of the most important star , said Dr. 
Zurbuch en. SO is set to launch on the same pad as a· planned launch of the Boeing Commercial Crew 
vehicle , which creates a potential conflict if the Boeing mission is delayed; thus we are engaging in 
communication at all level s to clear the path to launch. 

The ICESat-2 (Ice, Cloud , and land Elevation Satellite-2) satelli te has been delivering sc ience data on 
polar ice elevation that is unpreced ented in accuracy , and has provided complementarity with the 
Operation JceBridge data sets. Operation JceBridge was conceived as an airborne mission to bridge the 
period between the launches of ICESat- l and ICESat -2, and took off on October 18 from Tazmania for its 
final flight. The mission now is being phased out , but has contributed some over lapping data sets , 
demonstrating a successfu l and innovative way of connecting airborne and space missions. 

The Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigat ions, Geodesy and Heat Trans port (lnSight) mission to 
Mars has been in the news, Dr. Zurbuch en said, and is an examp le of what he calls "learn ing through 
science. " The se lf-hamm ering heat probe , or mole, has backed about halfway out of the hole and will not 
go all the way down. The mole has encountered issues of unexpecte d soil consistency and compactness. 
The team has been incredibl y inno vative in trying many ways to overcome the issue and is committed to 
makin g the instrument successfu l, but it has been a setback. 

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) has imaged a mosaic of the southern sky during its first 
year of scienc e operations completed in July 2019 , during which time it has discovered 29 new exoplanets 
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and over 1,000 candidates. Through a survey of 13 sectors of the night sky, TESS already has captured 
130,000 images and acquired 20 terab ytes of Southern sky data. Dr. Zurbuchen congratulated the TESS 
miss ion team on its progress thu s far. 

The Jame s Webb Space Telescope (JWST) cleared its critical sunshield deployment testing on October 
2 I. Dr. Zurbuchen invited SC memb ers to view the telescope if they were to travel to the West Coast in 
the near future. JWST is under going more testing to close out approximately a dozen issues that are being 
worked , not unusual for this time period prior to launch. The Mars 2020 rover, by comparison , has about 
five issues , but it is considerably closer to launch. Out of the 12 issues , only one would have led to some 
reduction on science return were it not resolved. Dr. Zurbuchen reported being nervous every day over the 
progression of this very complex mission , but had been heartened by observing the team deliberatel y 
moving forward and cohesively. The main worry is schedule; March 202 1 is the current target for launch 
that is being assessed at an Agency leve l for fidelit y. Dr. Vinton Cerf expressed concern that JWST 
testing was limited to a 1-G gravitational field , when it was to operate in a zero gravity environment. Dr. 
Zurbuchen acknowledged the fact, and explained that the miss ion was inferring some tests through 
models, and some through more direct means such as using weights to off-load certain components to 
simulate loads in zero gravity. He acknowledged that we should be nervous given what is at stake. Dr. 
Thomas Herring asked about the potential for damage to the sunshie ld material s if JWST stays on Earth 
longer than anticipated. Dr. Zurbuche n said that testing has obviated this concern. 

Dr. Zurbuchen noted that NASA would announce more task orders later that afternoon for the 
Commercial Lunar Payload Service (CLPS) program. Some of these new tasks will be for heavier 
payload s such as the lunar rover, VIPER. NASA will be paying for the services rather than the landers , 
and the companies could have othe r customers go to the surface of the Moon alongside NASA. New ly 
se lected companies will join the nine that were selected in 20 18. 

The new infrared Near Earth Object Surveillance Mission (NEOSM) is in planning to meet a 
Congressiona l direct ive to find 90% ofNEO s of sizes down to 140m. The miss ion will proceed should 
funding be made avai lable through the appropriation s process. Congress has asked NASA to cont inue 
with a NEOSM mission study that will benefit from prev ious Extended Phase A study on NEOCam, 
which passed its syste ms requirements review (SRR) /miss ion definition review (MOR) in February 2018. 
If included in future Presidential Budget Requests (PBRs ,) the mission concept is designed to be 
consistent with NASA ' s Planetary Defense strategy and to be handled in a similar way as a space weather 
mission. The cost ofNEOSM is expected to be in the $500 -600M range with a. launch readiness date no 
earlier than 2025. Uncertainties with Congress and budget rema in, but all stakeholders are working to 
align strategy. Dr. Zurbuchen's sense was that support for NEO surveillance had continually 
rematerialized on the Hill , based on observations from the last several years . The only questions regarding 
funding relate to what level and when. Dr. Feryal Ozel asked how diffic ult it wou ld be to modif y NEOSM 
for orb ital debri s monitorin g. Dr. Paul Hertz , Director of the Astrophysic s Divi sion (APO) , noted that 
Earth would not be in NEOSM ' s field of view, and therefore not suitable to the purpose. Dr. Cerf asked if 
there were other space agencie s interested in supporting the missio n, as NEOs are a planet-wide concern. 
Dr. Zurbuchen said there was some interest in ESA , and he was trying to determine how this could 
materialize. There is an ESA mini sterial meeting later this month , thus , NASA would have to detennine 
timing and role distribution befor e a discussion could take place . Dr. Cerf said he understood that a 
second European space agency was being proposed in the event that Brexit happen s. Dr. Zurbuchen noted 
that ESA predate s the European Union by many years , and sa id he had been assured by ESA colleagues 
that disruptions would be minimal. Dr. Pat Patter son asked why the 140m size was of such significan ce . 
Dr. Zur buchen said that studi es ofNEO size vs. the damage they inflict created the bounding case; the 
size relate s to the energy emitted by an impact. Dr. Michael New noted that a I km NEO impact wou ld be 
globally catastrophic , while a 140m-object wou ld cause more localiz ed/regional dama ge. The 2013 
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Chelyabinsk object, by comparison, was thought to be about 20m in size. Dr. Zurbuchen concluded that 
there is a good rationale for why the 140m threshold became law. 

SMD continues to pursue intern at ional collaborations based on established principles, and had a 
produ ct ive experience at the Intern ational Astrona utical Congress (IAC) in October 20 19. International 
agreements have been protected often at the expense of other things. Principle s of international 
cooperat ion include the peaceful use of space and the continuous effort to keep data open and deliver it to 
the public. While it is hard work for data centers , makin g data open and available to the public is what 
leads to the best science. While NASA has not fully implemented fully open models, it is working hard to 
do this, as has been recommended by the National Acade mies. Physics-based models increasingly are pa11 
of NASA ' s analysis of its science. The Agency is intere sted in sharin g these mod els and also is st riving to 
be responsive to Academy recommendati ons in a timely manner. Dr. Zurbuchen noted that SMD is 
exploring and deve loping an increas ing set of internationa l co llaboration s. He had just finished a visit to 
Israe l, where he held discussions with Isreal about lunar and astrophysics collaborations; he also visited 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), where he had similar discussions. NASA is wor king past politics and 
transcending differenc es. The NASA/ Russia collaboration in space continues to go well. 

The Council on Space Research (COS PAR) has made a series ofrecomm endations for SmallSats , 
underscor ing new ways to provide opportunities in space and assist international players in working 
together to create long-term road maps. Dr. Herring noted that there seemed to be a lot of new playe rs in 
low-Earth orbit and beyond, and wonde red if there was an issue of them being unaware of appropriate 
protocol s. Dr. Zurbuch en said he believed NASA 's value system should serve as an example in space and 
his sense was that concerns about orbital debris , for instance, are shared. This is the reason NASA talks to 
new agencies , so that all participants can adopt common standard s going forward. Dr. Ozel asked if new 
mission-cla ss requirements from COSPAR would trickle down to every participant in space. Dr. 
Zurbuchen said that many of the COSPAR recommendations are actions NASA already has implemented , 
but he noted that not all policy changes work. For instance, NASA took steps to reduce the repor ting 
burden on Class D missions, but the vast majorit y of miss ions have not eased their own burden and seem 
to be stick ing to the accustomed bureaucratic load. Dr. Zurbuchen thou ght NASA needed to have mor e 
discuss ions openly , because agency culture makes it difficult to dial back the bureaucracy. He was 
puzzled as to why this has been so difficult , and thought change could require stronger interventio ns. Dr. 
Cerf raised a concern about tracking the large number of satellite s being launched into low-Earth orbit 
(LEO) . Dr. Zurbuchen said he also was worried about LEO remaining a valuable place to do science , but 
that another launch approval agency tracks these launches. His sense was that for the present , the more 
sig nificant iss ue was in ground-ba sed astroph ys ics radiofrequency missions , but for the moment he did 
not have urgent worrie s and still supported commercial movem ent into space. He noted that COSPAR is 
planning to hold capacity-building workshop s, which SMD intends to supp011 with participating U.S. 
sc ientist s and engine ers. 

CubeSat and Smal!Sat initiativ es are progressing. A student proje ct, Hyper Angular Rainbow Polarimeter 
(HARP) , was launched from Wallops on Novembe r I. HARP is an Earth-observing spect roscopy -based 
instrument that was first pioneered as part of an airborne platform. The instrume nt will look at ocean 
color and aerosols. NASA also has entered a CubeSat partner ship w ith Brazil nam ed the Scinti llation 
Prediction Observations Research Task (SPORT) to better understand what drives nighttime bubbles in 
the ionosph ere. Final data is coming in from NASA 's comme rcial data pilot study , in which NASA is 
buying data from commercial Small Sat data constellations with the goa l of learn ing how to purchase data 
and combine it with NASA data for science purposes. Companies included in the effort are Planet, Digital 
Globe , and Spire Corpora tion and NASA expects to talk to more companies about participating. The 
incoming data strengthen U.S . space leadership and align NASA 's interests with that of the commercial 
sector. The goal is to make these data openly avai lable , as we ll. Comme rcia lly, data value decays rapid ly; 
for scie nce, not so much. NASA is trying to figure out what the right pricing and data policies should be 
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in order to get these data into the public dom ain, for examp le, at what cost and under what data princip les. 
NASA is trying to learn about the va lue of these data , as the price w ill need to be negot iated with prov ider 
companie s. This December , the American Geophy sical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting is fielding over 60 
submissions on planetary data alone. These data are leading to new scie nce, and the continued interest 
assures NASA that it is moving in the right direction. Dr. Zurbuch en cred ited the Earth Science 
Divisio n's (ESD's) former Director, Dr. M ichae l Freilich , for stai1ing this sate llite data buy initiative, and 
felt that over time, SMD should get to a place where it can support the use of commercia l data for 
research. It is important , however , that SMD does not get to a place where it is outright own ing the 
commercia l data compa nies, because if these are not independent ly viable then th is is back to the old 
contract mode l. Rig ht now, the focus is on data that already exists or is being produ ced, but it is c lear that 
these data are evolv ing and that NASA can take advantage of th is evolution going forward. 

Dr. Wadhwa asked if Dr. Zurbuc hen had any thoughts about , or conversations with , the incoming Human 
Exp loration and Operat ions Mission Directo rate (HEOMD) AA, Mr . Douglas Loverro , with regard to the 
Moon. Dr. Zurbuchen said he had taken an active role in the sea rch for the new AA, and reported hav ing 
spent much time with Mr. Loverro and could not be more excited to be working w ith him. He looked 
forward to building a productive re lationship and thought Mr. Loverro wou ld be able to provide a briefing 
at the next SC meeting. Dr. Wadhwa asked if there were any new deve lopments on the Mars 2020 rover. 
Dr. Zurbuche n sa id nothin g had changed since the last meeting and that Mars 2020 is still on track for a 
July 2020 launch. He said that the thermal vacu um testing of the rover was complete , and that ne xt up 
"dirty " testing of the sample handling system wo uld be carried out. The issue list is not zero , but he said 
that the mission is moving forward very well. The most important priorit y is mission success , with the 
second most important being making the launch window , and after that making NASA 's cost 
commi tments . Dr. Hoffman asked if there were any plan s to move forward on in-space assemb ly of 
telescopes. Dr. Zurbuchen agreed that telescopes larger than JWST wou ld have to be bu ilt differently , 
including being ab le to service these in space and extend their lifetime s . He said that he was very 
interested in exp loring new ways to do this, includ ing through the next astrophysics decadal survey, 
ca lling it one of the potent ial game chang er tech nologie s. Dr. Anne Yerbiscer asked a follow-up question 
on NE O surve illance , if any deta ils were known on how the NEOCa m science team wou ld be 
incorpora ted into NEOSM. Dr. Zurbuchen said that the issue is being add ressed at the Planetary Sc ience 
Division (PSD) leve l. 

Goals of the Meet ing 
Dr. Wadhwa reviewed the goa ls of the meetin g . 

Researc h and Analy sis Innovations 
Dr. Michael New, Deputy Assoc iate Adm inistrator (DAA) for Research, reported on his rece nt act ivities 
on behalf of Researc h and Ana lysis (R&A ). New metrics have been collected on some of the latest 
division solicitation s. Selection rates are holding between 25-30% , and half of proposa ls have the ir statu s 
announced within 150 days ; in addition , it has been found that between I /3 and 2/3 of selected Pr incipal 
Investigator s (Pis) are new to the solicitat ion for which they have been selected (new mean ing not 
selected in the last 5 years). PSD has the lowest se lect ion rate of 21 %. The fraction of selectee s who are 
new by div ision is increasing; turnover is much bett er than expected. In time from submission to 
selection , the Astrop hys ics Div ision (APD) is do ing best. The speed is definitely driven by the number of 
Guest Observer (GO) proposals in APO , which are gene rally rapid. Mr. Marc Weiser asked if research 
had been done to under stand how new Pis might have an overall effect on future proposals. Dr. New said 
he didn ' t know the sign ifican ce of this chan ge ye t. Some changes do reflect the arr ival of new progra ms, 
and some reflect the influ x of new people. There doesn 't appear to be a correlation of time-to-announc e 
with due dat es, but it does look like it could be usefu l to spread R&A due dates out over the calendar 
year. The current Cont inuing Reso lution (CR) also has had an effect on this distribution of funds. Dr. 
Herring asked if the CR had been interferi ng with tim e to anno uncement s. Dr. New said the correlation 
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was weak, and that time to annou ncement seemed to be more a function of over loading program 
managers with work. 

Two pilot studies will be conducted for the next ROSES announcement in February 2020. SMD will be 
piloting a dual anonymous peer review process , and a new process for select ing high-risk, high -imp act 
ZHRHI) proposals. In the dual anonymous review , the infonnation about the identity of proposers and 
their institutions is kept from the reviewers. Historically , the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScl) 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) proposal success rate had been imbalanced by gender. In 2018 , this 
imbalance disappeared thanks to the adoption of the dual anonymous review process. In this process , the 
panel review is split into two parts. In the first part, the panel evaluates the merit of proposals without 
knowing the proposer names or institutions. Second, after all the proposals were graded , ident ities are 
revealed , and the panel is asked if the teams were qualified to perform the work. In all cases at STScl , the 
panels agreed the teams were qualified. The idea of the dual anonymous review is based in patt on a well
known bias study that showed gender-neutra l outcomes of anonymous first chair violin auditions. All 
APO GO programs will be adopt ing this approach for ROSES 2020. Dr. Wadhwa asked if any proposals 
had bee n deemed not qualified in this latest round. Dr. Hertz sa id it had been found that people who are 
able to write a cogent proposal are generally qualified. 

ROSES 2020 will conduct a pilot on four ROSES elements using dual anonymous peer review. Dr. 
Wadhwa asked , in the cases where dual anonymous reviews are utilized, whet her there still would be 
concerns regarding confl icts of interest (COi). Dr. New said that yes, the concern would remain as CO i 
are more about an individual's financial interest rather than a persona l bias toward a given project. Dr. 
Verbiscer asked if there were historical data for other SMD divisions . Dr. New said there was no 
exhaust ive evidence that there has been a strong gender bias issue in NASA proposals, historically. The 
goal is not to make it impossib le to discern the identities , but to make it difficult enough so that thi s does 
not distract the panel from assessing science merit. Dr. Cerf thought it wo uld be valuable to do a post-hoc 
review on how selected proposals were executed. Dr. New confirmed that this wou ld be part of the 
review. Dr. Hoffman asked if Dr. New had had any discussions with NSF , which typically asks for 
exhaustive information in its proposals. Dr. New said he had talked with NSF and was not sure they were 
interested in NASA ' s approach. Dr. Liemohn thought the four elements selected for the pilots were good. 
Dr. Ozel noted that there will be some instances wherein it will be very obv ious who is proposing. Dr. 
New reiterated that the point is to remove the distraction , but he did recognize that some communities are 
very small. 

To assess the acceptance of HRH! proposals , SMD asked reviewers in 20 18 to identify proposals w ith 
sign ificant intellectual or reputational risk. As an examp le of such research , Dr. New cited Stanley 
Prusiner 's discovery that prions const ituted a new route of infectious pathology for diseases such as kuru 
and Creutzfeldt -Jacob dementia; the prion concept took decades to become accepted . In the 2018 SMD 
exercise, reviewers identified approximate ly 10% of proposals that met this criteria, and it turned out that 
this subgroup actually was selected more often than non-HRH! proposals (34% vs. 24% , respectively). 
The belief persists , however , that NASA is hostile to such proposal s, thus SMD will be add ing two text 
boxes to NSPIRES cover pages that will include a short description ofHRHl proposa ls. Ultimately, the 
SMD AA will have a chance to select a few. The real concern is how to flush out proposers who may 
have been hindered by the erroneous perception that HRHI proposals are not widely selected. Dr. 
Wadhwa noted that self-declaring also may introduce some unexpected consequences. Dr. Herring 
commented that the downside might be that HRH! proposals could drive the overall selection rate down , 
however , it is a lso possible that suc h acceptance rates will go above 34%. Dr. Liemohn liked the idea of 
an HRH] pi lot, and thought NASA needed to carry out an informational campaign to get the message 
across of what HRH! really means (i.e., intellectual risk). Dr. New said that SMD was planning to hold 
town halls and other fora to socialize the concept. Dr. Cerf suggested col lecting informat ion on what 
fraction of proposals would have bee n funded had there been sufficient funding. 
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The first " Pl Launchpad" works hop is being held this month (November 18-20) in Tucso n, AZ in 
respo nse to the outcome of a 2018 dive rsity works hop on identif y ing barr iers to becoming a Pl. Dr. 
Zurbuchen held a two-hour livestream event to address the results , wh ich led to th is first 2.5 day 
interactive workshop. Forty pruticipants were selec ted , mostly on the basis of leadership qualities , and all 
costs were covered by a grant from the Heising-Simons Foundation. SMD is targeting Spring of next year 
for the next workshop. SMD is very exc ited about the se worksho ps. Over ha lf of the attendees were 
women , however , outreach to historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) was not as successful 
as hoped . Dr. New said he planned to make of a more grassroots effort in the future , having lea rned that 
NASA has to get beyon d the gateway institutions to explain its jar gon (e.g. , Phase A and cost caps). Dr. 
Wadhwa noted that there is usually a degree of institutional commitment that affects mis sion se lection , 
and that typ ically HBCUs have not had the opportunity to create a history. Dr. New said future plans in 
this arena are to feed forward to a Pl-incubator or accelerator mod el. 

Discussion on Research and Analysis 
Dr. Cerf complimented Dr. Zurbuchen on his candid and open style that he thought de se rved 
commendation. Mr. Weiser commented that mak ing programs more inclusive is difficult , but he thought 
the direction had been very positive , and congratu lated Dr. New on his efforts. He was excited to see the 
outcome on all front s, and thought that it deserved a finding . Dr. Michelle Larson noted that it was worth 
emphasizing that NASA and the sc ience commun ity needs to find more ways to reach out to persons of 
color, and thought it's st ill worth working wit h the community organizations and insti tutions to help 
figure out how to communicate with the population. Dr. New agreed with Dr. Larson, and said he was 
going to reach out to faculty and see what they would like NASA to do to help it succeed in reaching out. 
Dr. Ozel sa id of her experience reaching out to minority communities , on a smaller sca le at the University 
of Arizona , that a one-time effort almost never works. There is a lot of self-cens oring that prevents 
success, thu s any outreach must be done multiple times through multiple means , and no fewer than five 
times . Dr. Wadhwa said that NASA also should not lose s igh t of the fact that even for named programs , 
the number of proposals from women is still lower than those from men. This is not nec essa rily NASA's 
problem, it 's more of a community iss ue. Dr. New sa id that SMD is undertaking an effort to go to 
conferences to teach proposal writing , and returning often to encourage early career people. Dr. Wadhwa 
noted that those types of act ivitie s do matter. 

Dr. Cerf noted that NSF has a program called INCLUDES (Inclus ion across the Nation of Com munities 
of Learners of Underrepresented Discove rer s in Engineering and Science) , aimed at unden-epresented 
populations , which may be wo1thwhile to consult. NASA needs to figure out where to aim capacity
build ing challe nge s to make these proposals happen , and to look for places that might benefit from 
engagement. Can there be joint agency outreach? An obvious place to start might be the Office of Science 
and Technology Polic y (OSTP) that might be able to organize a White Hou se event in this area . Dr. New 
commented that the astrob iolo gy graduate student research sc ience conferences have been a good so urce 
for NASA leaders ; and that NASA sho uld encourage these soft ski lls. The astrobiology comm uni ty used 
to do a proposal-writing practicum that often gave people hori zonta l networking opportunities. In a 
s imilar vein , the marine biology community hosts the Diversity Initiative for the Southern Ca liforni a 
Ocean (DISCO), which has provid ed opportunities for early caree r people as we ll. These are good ways 
to cast the net broadly. Dr. Patterson sa id he appreciated the push in SmallSats, particularly with respect 
to their value to research and education , technology demon strations , mission demonstrations , and as 
precursors to larger programs; the effort seems a natural fit , and at the right time. Dr. Liemohn noted that 
gran ts adm inistration support staff is al so important for proposers , and that sma ller univers ities may not 
have these office s. Online tutorials for admini strat ive staff could be useful here , to increase capacit y. Dr. 
Cerf noted that man y nonprofit s that are looking for grants often use com pani es created for this purpo se; 
it might be good to investigate such resources for these small er inst itutions. 
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Technology Update 
Mr. Michael Seablom, Chief Technologist for the SMD, reported that he was following up on a new 
initiative to increase ear ly-stage, start-up companies in the technology portfolio. The thinking is that the 
portfolio could benefit from more such companies, as they tend to be passionate about problem-solving 
and can bring fresh looks at old problems. Elon Musk has been quoted as saying that "Ford cannot 
produce a Tesla." Breaking the mold require s someone who is not enmeshed in standard bureaucrac y . 
SMD is looking to carve out some funding for these companies , using as a model a U.S . A ir Force 
(USAF) "Pitch Day." During a recent Pitch Day, the USAF offered participating compan ies a credit card 
with a$ IO0K line of credit, and issued $22M in awards in one day . The goal at SMD is to do the same 
thing through a pilot event. A previous plan had been to bring together SMD program scientists and 
venture capitalists to listen to pitches , but without the funding. Dr. Zurbuchen took this further and now 
the plan is to do this at the Nat iona l Academies building in late winter , with a focus on three areas - Earth 
observations, autonomy, and small space platforms - and with the funding in place for it. SMD is 
consulting with the USAF for this event. Mr. Weiser noted that on the autonomy side, a shift toward 
alternate applications is occurring, which is good timing for NASA. 

Lunch Presentat ion : Study o(a Near-Term Interstellar Probe: Current Status 
Dr. Ralph McNutt, Appl ied Physics Lab (APL), presented the historical beginnings of and present effort 
for an interstellar mission to fly through the outer heliosphere to the nearby Very Local Interstellar 
Medium (VLISM). Dr. McNutt out lined the compelling case for science that would span NASA SMD 
science discipl ines . The primary science goa l would be to investigate the global nature of the helio sphere 
and the nearby interstellar medium. Additional science goals cou ld be to a) investigate the format ion and 
evolution of planetar y systems , including dwarf planets/KBOs (Kuiper belt objects) and the large-scale 
structure of the circum-solar debris disk , and b) uncover ear ly galaxy and star format ion, including 
investigation of the diffuse extragalact ic background light (EBL). Dr. McNutt expounded upon potential 
targets and trajectories , sample instrument s and payloads , and architecture constraints and trade-offs. The 
project will deliver to a final report to NASA HPD in April 2022 to inform the next helioph ys ics decadal 
survey. 

SMD Science Activation Program NASEM Assessment 
Ms. Kristen Erickson, Director of Science Engagement and Partnerships , introduc ed an overview of a 
National Academies of Science , Education, and Medicine (NASEM) assessment of the NASA Science 
Activat ion Program. She began with a history of Education at NASA. In 1993, SMD AA Dr. Edward 
Weiler set as ide I% of each mission funding pot for education and publ ic outreach. Because SMD has 
over I 00 miss ions in operation at any given t ime, there arose a concern over duplication of effort , 
followed by a call for more coherence and rigor in the education program at NASA. In 2013, the NASA 
SMD had a budget reduction of $42M, and the NASA Education Office was reduced by $1 19M. SMD 
AA Dr. John Grunsfeld sought to fix the problem and tasked Ms. Erickson with a restructuring of the 
education effo1i. At this time , NASA also began to work with the Office of Management and Budget 
(0MB) more close ly, and consu lted with both Congress and with the Executive Director of the Board on 
Science Education at NASEM. The Every Student Succeeds Act was passed in 2015. NASA came up 
with a science act ivation model , and when Dr. Zurbuchen , a former educator , came to SMD in 2016 , he 
became instrumental in pushing the concept forward. The desired outcome of the Science Activation 
Program is to bring NASA experts , content , and experience into the learning ecosystem , to learne rs of al I 
ages. NASA then created an open competition which led to a network of27 awardees, all of whom were 
geared toward learning objectives. The effort involved new players such as community colleges in 
underserved areas , and the Public Broadcasting System (P BS), with every award independently eva luate d. 
NASA also started leveraging efforts with groups such as GLOBE to avoid dup lication effort. Currently , 
there are 24 competitive ly selected awardees that have grown a '·network of network s," funded annually 
by SMD. Funding of $45M is set aside for Science Activation Program activities balanced across NASA 
science discipline s. In 2017 , NASA had a one-off competition to levera ge the total solar eclipse event of 
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Aug ust 2017. The competition was won by three groups , but it led to act ivation of the entire co llect ive in 
the eclipse eve nt. NASA helped to supply 6, I 00 librarie s with material s, subject matter expert s (SMEs), 
and ecl ipse-viewing glass es. The eve nt was a trem endou s success, resu lting in 88% of the U.S. adult 
population witne ss ing the eclipse. · 

Science activation across the nation is being car ried out through a netwo rk of 200 pa1inersh ips. The 
program has develop ed 350 hands-on toolkit s, designed to be universa lly accessib le. One example is a 
low-tech peg system that replica tes a remote sensing activity , and anoth er more high-tech exa mpl e is 

touch tables. Many of the toolkits can be download ed from Internet (https://sc ience.nasa .gov/learn ers). 
Materials are in Eng lish and Spanish. The Sc ience Acti vation Program is now preparing for JWST , Mars 
2020, anot her tota l so lar eclipse in April 2024, and Artem is in 2024. Dr. Cerf thought the web site was a 
bit overwhelming, as a first impress ion. Ms. Erickson agreed , and said that the navigation aspect s of the 
Learner page were being re-tooled. Dr. Herring asked: how do you make yo urse lf kno wn as the definiti ve 
sou rce? Ms. Erickson said that the inform ation was required to be accurate, to be linked strongly to 
NASA science , and was supported by iterati ve review. 

In 20 I 8, NASA re-ass esse d the linkages between the rema ining 24 Sc ience Act ivation Program awardees 
and the top four object ives of the program , and evaluated the lessons teamed. NASA found that 
improvin g scientifi c literac y in a statisticall y significant way had not occurred. Therefore in year four of a 
ten-year program , NASA felt it was the perfect tim e to carry out an assessment. Subsequently, the 
NASEM unde 11ook an eva luation of the program. 

Dr. Margaret Honey , Chair of the NASEM stud y NASA 's Science Activation Program: Ach ievemen ts and 
Opportuniti es, presented the results of the assessme nt. Dr. Kenne Dibn er, Study Directo r, preface d the 
briefing with a review of the study charge. 

Dr. Honey reviewed key conclusions and recommendations of the Co mmitte e to Assess Science 
Activation. The committee found that NASA has a unique role to play in the STEM (science , technology , 
engineering and mat h) education landscape , and that the current four science activation objectives create a 
useful vision, but they are too broad to be used in ident ifying act ionable target s and desired outcomes. A 
concrete exa mple of a des ired outcome is improvin g sc ience literacy; howeve r, this term does not have an 
agreed upon defin it ion. 

The committ ee's first recommenda tion is that the NASA Science Act ivatio n Program undertake a 
vision ing proce ss that would bring the portfolio up to date with current research on learn ing and design , 
the new federal STEM plan , and evidence-based appro ache s to broadenin g participation. Th is process 
should also consider how science activat ion fits within and contribute s to the larger STEM educat ion 
ecosystem , and should provide the foundat ion for developing actionable and measu rable portfo lio goals. 
Th e committe e a lso conc luded that NASA has deve loped a portfolio of diverse projects; and has enabl ed 
partn erships that leverage and enhance the reach and va lue of the Science Activation Program. Another 
issue re lated to thi s conc lusion is that it has been a sea change that elevates the qua lity of wor k. One 
cha llenge is that not a ll missions fee l adequate ly represe nted , and the com mittee therefore recommend s 
that the Science Act ivat ion Progra m bui ld ongoing opport unitie s for dialogue with SMD miss ions and 
scientists. 

The committee conc ludes that eva luation in the Science Act ivat ion Program currently focuses on 
individu al projects , and not the entire portfolio. Among the eval uators , there is interest in co ntribut ing to a 
broad er understanding of what is wor king we ll, what can be improved and where there are opportunitie s 
that can be further leveraged across the portfol io. Given the current design and program reso urces, there 
are limit s to how mu ch this is possible. The committ ee recomme nds that th e program creat e an 
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independent mechan ism to obta in ongoi ng, real time advice to inform a visioning process , draw ing upon 
the following expertise : 

• learning and design , 
• the pol icy context of STEM education, 
• partnering with local commun ities, and, 
• broaden ing participation in STEM. 

In addition , using inpu t from outsi de exper ts, the Science Act ivation Program sho uld consider whether 
and how a portfolio-level evaluation could strengthen the focus of the prog ram and ensure that projects in 
the portfolio are effec tively meeting overall goa ls and objectives. 

The committ ee concludes ·that current research on learning emphas izes the importance of learner-centered 
and communi ty-cen tered instruc tional design and practices. Science Act ivat ion Program awa rdees have 
had uneven success at mobilizing NASA assets while a lso being responsive to the needs of learne rs and 
commun ities. In addition, the portfo lio lacks a coordinated effort to incorporate evidence-based practices 
in translating the expertise of SM Es in developing and implem enting educat ional materials and learn ing 
exper iences. The committee recommends therefore that the program should artic ulate 1) how it expects 
that the portfolio will leverage NASA assets , 2) how partnerships and networ ks will be built, and 3) an 
associa ted theory of change that hypot hesizes how these actions will lead to des ired, measurable 
outcome s. 

The committee concluded that because broadening pa1ticipation is a stated intenti on of the Science 
Activation Program, the recommendation is that the program should identify ways that the portfolio as a 
whole could draw on and implement evidence- based strateg ies for broadenin g participa tion. Broad ening 
parti cipation should be clearly defined -so that grante es can have greater and more uniform impact in this 
area. The program should deepen its commitment by using metr ics that go beyond numbers of 
part icipants. 

Projects within the Science Activation Program ' s portfolio use a variety of design strategies to translate 
NASA ' s assets (e.g. , SMEs , medi a asse ts, scientific instruments , and datasets) to support learning in 
STEM. Currently, ther e are limited mechanisms for gathe ring, synt hesizing, and shar ing these 
innovations across the portfol io or for learning from cases of success or failure. The committee therefore 
conclude s that the program must consider whet her the development of a coo rdinat ed learn i_ng network of 
awardees across its portfoli o is a priority. At a minimum , the pro gram should develop more syste matic 
mechan isms for projects to share best practices and to learn from successes and failure. If a coo rdinated 
network is prioriti zed, the committee recommends that the program must prov ide the necessary 
infrastructure to support the work. 

Finally, the committee concluded that as the Science Activation Program moves into Phase 2, it should 
take advantage of the opportunity for iterative improvement and refocusin g in both the individual project 
leve l and the portfolio as a who le. The transition into Phase 2 is also an opportunity to bring in new 
grantees to ensure that the program remains robust and dynam ic. The program should adopt a new vision 
and set of goa ls, based on a new logic mode , and shou ld critically rev iew and guide existi ng project s so 
they can grow. The program also should ens ure a more consistent focus on underserved communities. 

Dr. Cerf said he felt there were too many mov ing parts in the Science Activation Program , and the 
potent ial for exce ssive bureaucracy in the eval uat ion of the program. NASA might want to faci litate 
others to allow them acce ss to the content NASA has avai lable; he thought that NASA pus hing too close 
to the educat ion proces s could narrow the reach. The image of children directly interacting with a scien tist 
doesn 't scale up very we ll. A sc ient ist can ' t talk to 30 mill ion ch ildren and get any science done. Dr. 
Honey thought that one of the strengt hs of the program was in its partnerships , such as with the public 
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television station WGBH, where education experts are working on how to translate resources. A question 
the program could consider is the importance of scaling up. Education is not monolithic, and cannot build 
an everything-for-everyone model. Dr. Wadhwa asked how the recommended visioning process might be 
carried out: Intern ally? In the broader community? Dr. Honey said that there are a number of people who 
had been in the Pl pool who could be tapped effect ively. Complex data visualizat ion expertise could also 
be brought in. The program knows they have something good , and wants to know what it can do better. 
Dr. Honey thought that it was a brave move to have this assessment at this time. 

Ms. Erickson expressed apprec iation for the very thoughtful work of Dr. Honey , et al. She noted that the 
Science Activation Program plans to meet with the Pis at the December AGU meeting to start the 
vis ioning process , which also seg ues with Dr. New ' s efforts for reaching the workforce pipeline. NASA 
will be able to bring in new actors through the 2020 call for proposals. Ms. Erickson welcomed the 
observations of the SC at a watershed moment in the program , as NASA wants to get into the strongest 
possible place. Dr. Herring asked: how do you handle uncertainty in education? Dr. Dibner reiterated that 
one of the strengt hs of the program ' s portfo lio is the access to NASA scientists doing real work. With 
careful thought and training , SM Es can assist educators in introducing STEM subjec ts. Dr. Patter son 
asked about wha t happens at year I 0. Ms.. Eric kson said that the program has a 2024 milestone to do 
actions such as effectively address the "flat Earth" issue that has grown in the public consciousness , by 
drawing on the power of the collective. The nature of science is to have debate , thus , the program seeks to 
document the questions around these discussions. Dr. Honey commented that NASA shou ld push on 
goals that are defined, using a logic model. Dr. Liemohn noted that some NASA missions are not feeling 
adequately represented in the STEM initiatives , and asked how these Pis might become more involved. 
Ms. Erickson sa id that it is the larger scient ific responsibility to strengthen ties with the comm uni ty, to get 
a tighter fit in the future. She recognized that the program has some catching up to do in translating new 
missions and syncing up with the portfolio , now that the top line has grown. Mr. Weiser suggested that 
there are two things to measure: activating the audience, and measuring impact of the partnerships. Dr. 
Patterson commented that the program ' s 2017 eclipse coverage was excellent , and asked if there were any 
other plans for highly engag ing events. Ms. Erickson said that the program was planning activities around 
the " first light" of JWST in 202 I; the first flight of a superson ic test aircraft (Low-Boom Demonstrator); 
Mars 2020; the Artemis program; and the February 2020 launch of Solar Orbiter. She recommended that 
SC members have a look at the program 's web features such as lnfiniscope , whic h allows a user to craw l 
around the red rocks of Arizona. She added that now is the perfect time, on many levels , to re-assess and 
re-plan the Science Activation Program. Dr. Honey agreed that NASA has a unique capacity to inspire, 
and the quest ion is how the Agency can build on amazing efforts such as the total eclipse ; it may be that 
other , new grantee s can lead the way. Dr. Wadhwa said she would like to hear a follow-up briefing. Ms. 
Erickson sa id she likely could report out some results by the time of the Spring meeting. 

Planetary Science Advisory Comm ittee (PAC) Report 
Dr. Verbiscer , Chair of the Planetary Scie nce Advisory Comm ittee (PAC), provided an update . The 
comm ittee had a face-to-face meeting in September , wh ich had been re-scheduled from June for a variety 
of reasons. The meeting kicked off w ith the announcement of the NEOSM. The PAC then discussed the 
PSD Senior Review, the Lunar Discovery and Exploration Program (LDEP) , and the Mars Exploration 
Program (MEP ). The PAC heard a report on Mercury sc ience and exploration that included a call for a 
new Analysis Group (AG) for Mercury. The PAC also carried out its annual Government Performance 
and Results Modernization Act (GPRAMA) eva luation, for which all objective s were unanim ously voted 
Green. Finally , the PAC heard reports from all the AGs, mostly focused on preparing for the next 
Planetary Science Decadal Survey . · 

Dr. Verbiscer discussed a few details about the NEOSM, a high-heritage space telescope that a lso will 
draw from the Discovery Program ' s NEOCam mission Pre-Phase A studies . The cur rent planetary 
mission to ident ify and characterize near-Earth objects , the NEO Wide-field Infrared Survey Exp lorer 
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(NEOWISE), is expected to exceed its usefu l temperature by summer 2020 , indicating that it is a good 
time to start a surveillanc e mission. She presented some science highlight s. The Earth now has a second 
interste llar visitor, wh ich was imaged by HST in early October. STScl has just approved 5 (out of 17) 
mid-cycle propo sals to observe this new object, named 21/Borisov, with multiple HST instruments. 
Twenty new moons have been discovered at Saturn; its total moon count is now 82, surpass ing Jupiter, at 
79. The moons were discovered by Dr. Scott Sheppard et al. using the Suburu telescope on Mauna Kea in 
Hawaii. Dr. Verbiscer noted that artificial constellations , such as the recently launched Starlink sate llite s, 
greatly obscure the night sky and will affect future ground-based suppo rt of NASA flight missions and 
surveys such as the LSST (the Legacy Survey of Space and Time, former ly the Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope survey. The Intern ational Astronomical Union (lAU) has bestowed an official name, Arrokoth, 
on the New Horizons flyby target, Kuiper Belt object (KBO) MU69, discovered by HST. Arrokoth is the 
Powhatan/Algonquian word for sky, in homage to the location of HST's operations at STSc l and the New 
Horizons team in Maryland. A recent attem pt to observe an occultation of one of the Lucy Discovery 
mission targets , the Trojan astero id Orus , was clouded out , but the observing team was able to give 11 
talks at school s and librarie s in Darwin, Austra lia, and was overa ll a great success. 

The PAC issued a number of findin gs commending the fine work of the comprehensive senior review. 
PAC accepted the recommendat ions of the review for the most part, but did find that there was 
insufficient sc ientific just ificat ion for the continuation of the Mars Explorer (MEX), an ESA orbital 
mission. PAC therefore recommended re-assessment of MEX. PAC also found that NASA should 
consider an unallocated future expenses (UFE) pool. PAC issued a finding on Mars Sample Return 
(MSR), suggest ing that MEP engage the Curation and Analysis Planning Team for Extrate rrestrial 
Materia ls (CAPTEM) while planning any future sampling activity at Mars. PAC also issued a findin g that 
suggested re-evaluate NASA travel restrictions on mission-funded contractors. PAC issued a finding on 
NEOSM, stating that the role and expertise of the NEOCam team should be preserved , and reque st ing a 
detailed explanation of the new leadership plan and structure for NEOSM, when it becomes available. 

Dr. Wadhwa felt the PAC finding on MSR regarding CAPTEM could be cast as a SC recommendation. 
Dr. Cerf asked a question about the Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) mission , as to the amount 
of damage the impactor cou ld inflict. Dr. Lori G laze, Director of PSD, said the DART mission would use 
a 300-500kg spacecraft to impact the small moon of a binary asteroid system , Didymos. The mission is 
designed to have negligible influenc e on the total momentum and trajectory of the system ; the purpose is 
to change the orbital period of one of the objects (on the order of minutes) , and to mea sure momentum 
transfer. 

Astrophysics Adv isory Com mittee (APAC) Report 
Dr. Ferya l Oze l, Chair of the Astrophysics Adv isory Committee (APAC) provided an update , noting that 
the bottom line is that th ings are going well. JWST work is proceeding according to the re-p lan; the Wide 
Field Infrar ed Survey Telescope (WFIRST), a mission in deve lopment , passed its preliminary design 
review (PDR). A balloon mission of opportunity (MOO) , Galactic/Extraga lactic ULDB Spectroscop ic 
Terahertz (THz) Observatory (GUSTO) , has passed its crit ical design review (CDR) , as has the Imaging 
X-ray Polarimetry Exp lorer (IXPE). GUSTO is an ultra-long durat ion balloon (ULDB) THz observatory 
that wil l look at the life cycle of the Inter ste llar Medium (ISM), and is described as representing the 
equivalent of 300 Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) flights. IXPE , selected two 
years ago and set to launch in 202 1, will be the first mission of its kind to have detectors that are sensitive 
to the direction of the photoelectron ; better than anything APO has had befo re. NASA ' s contribution to 
the JAXA miss ion X-Ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM) , a rebuild of the Hitomi mission , 
has completed its pre-ship review ; and NASA ' s hardware contribution to the ESA mission Euclid has 
been delivered. One caveat that APAC has noted is that with respect to JWST , 70% of the schedu le 
reserve has been used up 50% of the way into the completion of the items in the re-plan. 
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In the APO Balloon Program , a problem with a series of balloon leaks has been resolved after a study 
pinpointed the cause. The latest FYl 9 Fort Sumner campaign was extremely successful as a result , and 
the program also will be looking at alternative launch sites for future exper iments. For implementat ion of 
the dua l anonymous proposal review process, the first pilot study will be NuStar Cyc le 6, with a proposal 
due date of January 24, 2020. For the Chandra, the pilot will begin in March 2021 , but the remainder of 
APO R&A topic areas will use the dual anonymous approach in 2020. 

Dr. Oze l offered some scie nce highlight s. The Spitzer Space Telescope has afforded a rare look at a rocky 
exoplanet that was discovered by TESS. A study has shown that the exop lanet LHS 3844b is "tidally 
locked " orbit around its M dwarf star; the planet has a surface that may resemble the Moon or Mercury, 
and likely little to no atmosphere. Another science result that was released in September involved a 
superma ssive black hole that has "three hot meals a day." The black hole was observed by ESA 's X-ray 
Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM)-Newton and NASA 's Chandra as going through extremely regular , bright 
outbursts , mark ing the first time such behavior has been observed. 

Publ ic Comment Period 
Mr. Jason Harris, describing himse lf as a veteran business owner, said that he greatly appreciated the 
abi lity to listen to the Committee proceeding s. 

Discussion 
The SC reviewed draft findings and recommendat ions. Dr. Cerf , remarking on the Science Activation 
Program assessment, thoug ht that NASA shou ld not be focusing on infrastructu re, but rather teaching the 
teachers, and letting teachers teach the kids. Dr. Liemohn said he had similar concern s about increasing 
the bureaucratic burden, but noted that it is benefic ial to ha ve the recommended visioning process be 
broad -based. Dr. Cerf said he had n' t heard any statistics on how many stude nts have been reached , adding 
that it is difficult to track success, as one does not see resu lts until the individual is of career age. Dr. 
Liemohn fe lt that the key point for interventio n is in middle schoo l, where STEM students tend to get 
lost. Dr. Cerf cited an annual Science and Engineerin g Indicators Report as one endpoint to watch. Dr. 
Wadhwa deferred the discussion unt il SC member Dr. Miche lle Larson cou ld join , but supported an 
eventual findi ng, adding that she thought NASA was missing a strategic opportunity to help the publ ic 
fall in love with the mystery of sc ience. Pa11 of the appeal of science is the teamwork that is requir ed to 
pull together to learn hard things-sc ience is not all about facts , but rather about the process. 

The SC discussed findings on R&A, including on innovations , on the balance within the program of the 
incom ing pool of proposers, and on app lauding the creation of the Pl Launchpad , which is clear ly 
meet ing a need , given the robust response. The SC formulated a finding on technology focus areas. Mr. 
Weiser thought that the effort to reac h start- ups was evo lving, and saw an opportun ity to emu late other 
grant- making organizations ' ab ilities to bring companies into the sphere; actua lly having a budget to offer 
wou ld change things drastica lly. The main thing he would recommend wo uld be for NASA to adopt the 
strateg y the USAF is using in its Pitch Day approach. Mr. Weiser a lso felt it might be too ear ly to expand 
beyond the three focus areas enumerated by Mr. Seab lom. Dr. Herring was concerned about the failure 
rate of start-ups. Mr. Weiser noted that NASA wou ld be leveraging such efforts , and not funding them 
com pletel y. He added that a sma ll amount of funding to a start-up could be worth a large amoun t to 
trad itional compan ies - it is a balance and there is no perfect model. 

Dr. Wadhwa asked the SC to cons ider a full recommendation on the engagement of CAPTEM with in 
MSR plannin g, and Dr. Verbisce r agreed to draft text. Dr. Wadhwa also a ired a recommendation 
supporting the formation of an SC subcommitt ee on lunar science, notin g that it would be helpful to pres s 
on thi s, especial ly given the acce lerated schedu le for Artemis. A recommendat ion wou ld assist in 
ens uring that science is part of the equation going forward with lunar exp loration. 
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Dr. Herring requested guidan ce on future budge t levels from Dr. Zurbuc hen, as the subject of a briefi ng 
for a futur e meeting. 

Nove mber 19, 2019 

Dr. Wadhwa opened the seco nd day of the meeting , and intr oduced Mr. Michael Gold , the departing 
NASA Advisory Cou ncil (NAC) Regulation and Polic y Com mitte e (RPC) Cha ir. Mr. Gold had been 
appointed as Spec ial Advi sor to the Administrator on Interna tional Affai rs. Ms. Denning made some 
administrative announcements. 

Planetary Protection Indep ende nt Review Board 
Dr. Alan Stern , the Pl for the New Hori zons mission to Pluto, presented th e fin al report of the Planet ary 
Protection Indepe ndent Review Board (PPIRB) , a board that had been charged with rev is iting planetar y 
protection policy at NASA, g iven that there have been vast cha nges in the sc ient ific understanding of 
places th at might support life in the solar system. It is no w known that Earth is not the on ly planet in the 
so lar syste m with an ocean , but that there other bodies that hav e su bsurface ocea ns. In addition , much has 
been learned abou t prebiotic chemistry over the last several decades. The emergence of both commerc ial 
and other small space agenci es that can field missions to space has also g iven a fresh impetus to a review 
of planetary protection. As a resu lt, the NAC recommended th at NASA take a fresh look at the disc ipl ine, 
which originated in the 1960s. 

SMD AA Zurbuche n chartered the PPIRB to freshly assess how to treat the forward and backward 
contamination risks that are inheren t to space exploration. This was a quick study of 90 days that 
concluded at the end of Septe mber; the report was rel ease d on October 18, 20 I 9. The Board's 12 
member s represen ted a broad cross- sec tion of expert ise : planetary sc ient ists, biologists, and 
representatives from the indu stry such as SpaceX , Blue Origin , and Lockheed Martin. The board met four 
times , and heard clo se to I 00 in-person briefings. The report was reviewed interna lly for its pedagogy. 
The PPIRB was chartered as a non- consensus board , but in rea lity the grou p reached consensus on the 
entir ety of the report. 

The repo rt has about 80 findings and reco mmendations on planetary protection that are aimed at 
c larify ing and streamlining processes within NASA , adva ncing protocol s wit h more modern 
technologies , reduc ing burdens on missions, and advancing policies for private sector missions. The 
report is divided into specific topics: Categor ization (Categor ies 1-V , increas ing in st ringency w ith 
number) , Human Spaceflight , Robot ic Mars Sample Return (MS R), Ocean Worlds , and Private Sector 
Initiati ves and Missions . 

Dr. Stern highlighted key findings , beginning with a finding that recog nized the evol utio n of planetary 
protection techniques as a disc ip line. The PPIRB find s that because the space landscape is rapidly 
chan ging in terms of both science and access , the discip line sho uld be re-assessed regularl y, at least twice 
per decade. In addi tion, the board recom mend s that NASA esta blish a new stand ing forum for th e 
discussion of planeta ry protection issues, and that the forum have all the nece ssary part icipants , including 
intern at ional players and private sec tor representat ives. Dr. Stern noted that the report of the PPIRB really 
is merely a snapshot in time, and thi s should be emphasized. 

Regarding the Planetary Protection Office (PPO) at NASA , there have been changes in staff , and the new 
Planetary Protection Office r has taken a much more modern v iewpoint. PPO was hou sed in SMD for 
decades . Moving the PPO from SMD to the Office of Safety and Missio n Ass urance (OSMA) was a long 
overdue and positive decision, g iven that the former location in the SMD was thought to presen t a confli ct 
of inter est that created unnec essary tensi on . Accordingly , the PPIRB add itiona lly recommended that 
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NASA adopt an explicit process, such as an ongoing independent review as well as an interna l review 
process , to ensure that planetary protection policies and processes are applied consistently, regardless of 
spec ific PPO personnel. This wou ld be somet hing analogous to a standing review board that a llows 
outside input from a very broad access community to the PPO , on a regular basis (severa l times per year). 

Regarding NASA control over planetary protection , the board felt that the Agency can exert a degree of 
control over the behavior of emerging space actors that are not sig11atories to the Outer Space Treaty 
(OST) , or members ofCOSPAR , particularly in regard to samp le return. Because most of these ent ities 
want to do business with NASA, the PPlRB feels that NASA shou ld link good planetary protection 
practices to future business, while recognizing that such a linkage cou ld backfire if done in too heavy
handed a way. Dr. Hoffman noted that the Federal Aviat ion Adm inistrat ion (FAA) wou ld be the 
regulatory body most relevant to planetary protection issues: shouldn't NASA be talking with FAA on 
such concerns? Dr. Stern said that there are regulatory points that companies have to pay attention to such 
as the FAA, the Federal Communications Com mission (FCC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). In some cases , these agencies have come to NASA for opin ions. The PPIRB 
believes that NASA, over the longer term, should work to find a suitable home for planetary protection 
w ithin the federal government as a one-stop regulatory sho p, rather than relying on scattered efforts . Mr. 
Gold cited the payload review process, wherein the FAA ' s Office of Commerc ial Space Tra nsportat ion 
(OST) is the decision maker, but NASA has input. He added that the only issue missing seemed to be the 
Article VI procedure of the OST, which does not have a "home " at present. Dr. Cerf saw a potential 
problem in that the U.S. is not the only launching authority in the world, and cannot solve the problem by 
itself. The other is problem is the commercialization of space , which has the potential for conflict with 
scientific research; and what if private entities bring back someth ing harmful? These tensions wi ll 
become worse over time. Dr. Stern commented that these prob lems are not unique to planetary protection , 
and that there also is tension between radio astronomers and the radio satellite industry. 

The board recommends that NASA modernize its planetary protection methods to be more in line w ith 
modern biological practices , noting that the current practice of us ing spore counts to assess contaminat ion 
are l 970s-era biology , lead ing to anachronistic and unrealistic requirements. PPIRB further recommends 
that NASA conduct research so as to adopt more modern (molec ular) methods , allowing missions to 
address their planetary protection needs flexibly and indi vidua lly. These techniques should also be 
reviewed every 3-5 years. The board noted that the PPO would need additional resources to support this 
mod ernizat ion. 

The board recom mends that NASA re-eva luate its planetary protection categorizations for the Moon (I vs. 
11), and Mars ( II vs. IV), because science has come to understand much more about the habitable and 
diverse regions on bodies in the solar system. This new inform ation suggests NASA should take a more 
nuanced approach to these bodies. The consensus view on the Moon is that it has genera lly has no 
astrobiolog ica l potential , thus its planetary protection category could be relaxed from Category II to 
Category I. Permanently shadowed regions on the Moon that perhaps could preserve astrobiological 
materials cou ld have a Category II rating. In the case of Mars , some areas of the surface and subsurface 
cou ld be recategorized as Category 11, rather than as Category IV. NASA shou ld study and reconsider 
these categorizat ions on an ongoing basis , in order to remove burdensome planetary protection 
requirements. 

The PPIRB issued a major finding and recommendation on Ocean Worlds , given that a preponderance of 
knowledge has been gained wit h regard to the Outer Planet moons Enceladus , Titan and Europa. The 
board recommends that these icy moons be assessed individually , case by case , with respect to planetary 
protect ion needs. The planetary protection requirements for Ocean Worlds exploration shou ld be re
assessed in the light of these discoveries, as the radiat ion, chem ica l, and temperature environments of 
some of these bodies are prohibitive to the maintenance of known life forms. 
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The PPIRB put forth a major recomm endation to acce lerate a plan, in the very near term, to deve lop a 
Mars Sample Return Faci lity (MS RF) without j eopa rdizing the cost or schedu le of the MSR progr am . The 
MSR miss ion could be de layed or sidetracked if an MSRF plan is not accomplished quickly. Publi c 
concerns could also unduly dri ve the requir ements for an MSRF. 

The PPIRB had major findin gs on human missions to Mars. Human exp loration of Mars will assuredly 
introduce orders-of-magnitud e more terrestrial organisms tha n any robotic mission ; this fact needs to be 
recognized and accepted. The board also found that evidence to date indicates that terrestrial biology 
brought to Mars would perish in an essentially poisonous env ironment , and was a lso not equiva lent to 
contamination of an ent ire plan et. The board took the stance that human missions to Mars will crea te new 
science opportunities that far outweigh any dange r of global contamination. The PPIRB also found that 
requir ements for a robotic Category V / Restricted Earth Return mi ssion from Mars appear to be 
unach ievable if app lied to human mission s from Mars . A human mission cannot be made to follow the 
"break the chain" technique for preventin g backward contamination ; the board recommended tha t NASA 
should invest in exploring this issue further. 

NASA planetary protection planning for human miss ions to Mars, and the co mmunication of those plans, 
at present are very immatur e. PPIRB recommend s there fore that NASA, sooner rather than later, make 
proactive plans to communicate to the public all aspects of planet ary protect ion plannin g for hum an 
miss ions to Mars , analogous to NASA ' s past proactiv e preparation for the launch of radioisotope power 
systems . The PPIRB feels that planetary protect ion science issues have not been well aired by NASA , 
such that court act ions, injunctions , or other barrier s might halt launches and prevent the return of Mars 
materials to Earth. Dr. Hoffman asked how valid the argument was that Mars materials are actually 
sterile. Dr. Stern said the issue is a double-edged sword ; radiat ion and the re-entry process would sterilize 
the surface of returning sample s, but the deep interior could be preser ved. Mars mater ials , in the form of 
meteoroids, have been ra ining on Eart h for millennia ; however , a mission sampl e is returned in a more 
contro lled way. Dr. Hoffman noted that there are no restr ictions on slicing open Martian meteorite s. Dr. 
Stern agreed that this point exac tly highli ghts why the conversation needs to take place; the public needs a 
more sophi sticated understandin g of sample return. 

For dealings with international partners, Dr. Stern noted that the PP IRB' s recommended standing board 
should a lso include internat ional participation , and that the PPIRB report w ill be briefed to COSPA R, as 
we ll. Mr. Gold noted that the Outer Space Treaty (OST) del ineates provisions for the preven tion of 
harmful contami nation, but that NASA shou ld probabl y cons ult the United Nat ion 's Committ ee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNC OPUOS) , which has a lega l subcommitte e that dea ls with planetar y 
protection issues. He agreed that NASA needs to be proact ive to avoid a future with conflict s, and that the 
Agency needs to work with others in an ongoing dialogue. Dr. Hoffman sa id he was glad to see a findin g 
support ing genetic ana lyses of vehicle bioburden , and that future Mars miss ions ought to be gene tica lly 
analyzed. Dr. Stern noted that Dr. Lisa Pratt , the new PPO, is already on it, preparing gene tic inventorie s 
on vehicles befo re they leave Earth. Mr. Gold commented that Dr. Stern had been uniquely suited to head 
the PPIRB , given his background in both science and commercial arenas. Dr. Stern extended kudos to Dr. 
T. Jens Feeley for staffing the PPIRB. Dr. Patter son asked for Dr. Stem 's opinion on the treatment of 
OSIRIS-REx (Or igins, Spectral Interpretati on, Resource Identificat ion, Secu rity , Rego lith Exp lorer) 
asteroid sample returns. Dr. Stern noted that the OSIRIS-REx miss ion, as we ll as the two Japanese 
asteroid return missions , are not viewed in the same way as for MSR that needs to consider forward and 
backward contamination. In the case of asteroids , the PPIRB report does add ress the categorization issues. 
Dr. Wadhwa asked if the Board considered a "nat ional park" stat us of some places in the So lar System: 
are there places that will be considered permanently off-limits? Dr. Stern sa id that historically , the period 
of performance of spacecraft was set at 50 years. Re-evaluating the time frame cou ld be done , but it 
wo uld be a lot of work, and he was not sure it was necessary given the current understanding of the Solar 
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System. He added that the National Academies would be reviewing the board's report, and commended 
Dr. Zurbuchen and Administrator Bridenstine for initiating the study. 

Discussion on PP/RB Report 
Dr. Cerf said that the SC might want to mention to Dr. Zurbuchen the potentia l for conflict between 
science and commercial interests in space. SMD does not want to prevent commercialization, but ideally 
it also does not want to be inhibited by commercial exploitation of and civ ilian access to space. T his is a 
long-lead issue that SMD shou ld recognize, underscoring the importance of maintaining high-quality 
science results. Dr. Wadhwa asked if the board had any recommendations on the identification of 
resources for the PPO, and the scope of work required to modernize techniques. Dr. Stern sa id that the 
PPIRB did not speak to this specifical ly, and simply stated that modernizing techniques will require 
resources for research. Dr. Wadhwa noted that the need for resources also plays into the urgency for a 
MSRF , with both long- and short -term implication s. Dr. Liemohn sa id he had been hearing that SMD 
really drives planetary protect ion to preserve remote location s of scient ific value. Now that the PPO is no 
longer part of SMD , how does this help SMD argue for planetary protection? Dr. Stern said that the 
relocation of PPO in OSMA does not mean that the PPO is disconnected from SMD. Dr. Glaze 
commented, from the PSD perspective , that she thought the PPO was better situated in OSMA , 
particu larly because of the new Agency emphas is on human exploration . Dr. Wadhwa sa id that the SC 
has an interest in keeping the lines of communicat ion open between PPO and SMD. Dr. Cerf commented 
that there wil l need to be some international agreement in support of a successful MSR mission , and to 
protect the planet. 

Heliophysics Adviso rv Comm ittee (HPAC) 
Dr. Liemohn, Chair of the Heliophysics Advisory Committee (HPAC) , presented an update. The HPAC 
last met in October , after a ten-month hiatus. The HPAC received a report from the Science and 
Technology Definition Team (STDT) for the Geodynamics Constel lation (GDC), the next of the large 
st rategic missions for heliophysics. GDC will exam ine energy inputs , from above and below , into the 
ionosphere, focusing on the lower latitud es . The mission is focused on ten objectives under two separate 
goals. This particular STDT was orga nized under Federal Advisory Comm ittee Act (F ACA) rules as a 
subcommittee repo1ting to the HPAC, hence the team was prohibited from discussing specific 
instrumentation, or from doing a full cost estimate of the mission concept. As the STDT was forced to 
focus on goals and obje ct ives leading to the actual physical measurements , this was considered a positive 
"s ide effect " of ignor ing implementation. The negative side of this approach was that the team had to 
guess at cost , which cou ld have produced a very expens ive mission. To work around this problem , the 
STDT prioritized the ten science objectives to come up a wide range of options to address the goals. The 
core goa l ofGDC is to determine how high plasma convection and aurora l precipitation drives 
thermospheric neutral winds. 

Dr. Liemohn and HPAC commended HPD on the progress of its overall program. The PSP mission is 
going ve ry well. The Globa l-sca le Observations of the Limb and Disk Missions (GOLD) mission has 
complet ed a full year of operation , with papers based on GOLD data due to come out soon. The 
Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) also is doing wel l. Two Small Explorer (SMEX) selections 
have been made: Tandem Reconnection and Cusp Electrodynamics Reconnaissance Satell ites 
(TRACERS) and Polarimeter to Unify the Corona and Heliosphere (PUNCH). HPAC is pleased with all 
the activ ity, and with newly simplifi ed and modified option s for the senior review process , but did 
express concern with new language surrounding a sen ior review requirement for open-so urce code. As 
there is a lot oflegacy code in proprietary langua ge, the HPAC is concerned that the requirement not be 
interpreted too broadly. Dr. Wadhwa offered that the SC could produce a finding on this latter point. 
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Earth Science Advisory Committee (ESAC) 
Dr. Herring provided an overview of the newly reappoin ted Earth Science Advisory Comm ittee (ESAC), 
now down to ten members, and which has not had a face-to-face meeting since March 2018. The 
Committee was able to hold its annual G PRAM A exercise via teleconference for 2018 and 2019 , both of 
which resulted in uniformly Green grades. He noted that the program managers had prepared drafts for 
the teleconferences , and that the reports had been made more uniform across the six GPRAMA focus 
areas. 

Regarding the Earth Science focus area Weather and Atmos pheric Dynamics, the sense of ESAC was that 
the missions that have been in operation for severa l years are now generating excellent results. In the area 
of Climate Variability and Change , with its focus on ice sheet dynamics and sea- level change , ESAC 
thought that the new results which tei1d to emerge at the end of a fiscal year need to be better incorporated 
into the GPRAMA exercise. In the Atmospheric Compos ition Focus Area , ESAC noted that the global 
drop in chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) had been a great success , and that satellites now can identify 
countries that are not in compliance with the CFC ban. The ESAC had praise for the Eaith Surface and 
Interior (ES!) focus area , and complimented the CORE (Cha llenges and Opportunities for Research in 
ESI) report that traces the way managers are running the program back to the goals of the report . ESI a lso 
held a team meeting in November that was beneficial for allowing interaction between community 
members. Dr. Cerf asked if it were possible to detect the tectonic side effects of polar cap melting. Dr. 
Herring said that to some degree it was poss ible; e.g., there are strong correlations between se ismicit y and 
the drought in Ca lifornia . With sea level rise and the loss of ice sheets , it can be seen that with the 
Alaskan coast line rising , there is a drop in the normal stress on faults. 

The ESAC felt that in the case of the Water and Energy Cycle focus area , NASA needed to publicize 
these missions more. In the Carbo n Cycle and Ecosystems focus area, ESAC looks to data that ICESat-2 
w ill provide on vegeta tion and carbon budget , and also anticipates new data from ECOsystem Spaceborne 
Thermal Radiomet er Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) , launched to the Intern atio nal Space 
Station (ISS) in June 2018. 

Dr. Cerf asked if NASA has been able to leverage European weather forecast models for needs such as 
hurrican e tracking . Dr. Herring acknowledged that the European models incorporate GPS (global 
positioning system) into their forecasting , leadin g to genera lly superior results. The U.S. has been 
expe rimenting with similar modeling technique s, but still has a way to go. 

Moon to Mars 
Mr. Steve Clark, Deputy Assoc iate Administrator for Explorati on (DAAX) , presented a report on the 
Moon to Mars initiativ e. Staffing level has grow n, and now include s Ors. Ben Bussey , Brad Bailey , and 
Sarah No ble. Ms. Angela Melito is the new program executive (PE), and Ms. Jean Wolfe is the PE in the 
Joint Agency Satellite Division (JAS O), where she is foc used on the VIPER rev iews. 

A total of 25 instruments are set to fly on CLPS. NASA conducted two calls , one internal that resulted in 
the se lection of 13 instruments, fol lowed by an external call to commercial makers that resulted in 12 
instrument s. All instruments now are either developed or in development. Future ca lls, both internal and 
external , are planned on an approximately annual basis. There also will be opportunities for international 
agencies to provide payloads. The Astrobotics Lander and Intuitive Mach ines Lander , awarded in May, · 
each will carry a number of NASA instrument s; planning is for a 2021 launch. Astrobotics will fly an 
additional dozen instrum ents from non-NASA (commercial custom er) sources. The DAAX office is 
havin g good conversat ions with Pis , and all is going we ll. Five additional CLPS awards have been made 
very recently to Blue Origin , Ceres Robotic s, Sierra Nevada , Space X, and Tyvak Nano-Satellite Systems. 
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A payload workshop meeting is under way with the VIPER team . There now are 14 CLPS providers who 
w ill bid to fly VIPER; there shou ld be an award by January /Feb ruary 2020. The VIPER is targeted for 
landing at the southern lunar pole in late 2022. There it will obtain ground truth on the horizontal and 
vertical distribution of lunar volat iles on a long-duration (months) , long-tra verse (tens of kilometers) trip 
in order to gather multiple data points. There are four key instruments: Neutron Spectrometer System 
(NSS), Near InfraRed Volatiles Spectrometer System (NIRVSS), Mass Spectrometer Observing Lunar 
Operations (MSolo) , and The Regolith and Ice Drill for Exploring New Terrain (TRIDENT) . An 
independent VIPER Review Team (VRT) has been established to ens ure mission success , and is chaired 
by Mr. Geoff Yoder. For th is multi-center project , management is done at Ames Research Center (ARC) , 
rover development at Johnson Space Center , and instrument development at ARC. Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC) is handling the drill procurement , and the Jet Propulsion Laborator y (JPL) is contr ibuting rover 
expertise. Both Mr. Clarke and Dr. Zurbuchen are regularly receiving "snapshot reviews, " in advance of 
an April 2020 PDR. 

Twelve Lunar Surface Instrument and Technology Pay load (LSITP) payloads were se lected in July of this 
yea r; a ll instruments are ready or near-to-ready. Possible scenar ios for the first seven sma ll CLPS 
deliveries include one payload to a polar region and one to a nonpolar region , for 2021. Two deliverie s in 
2022 are anticipated , also to polar and nonpolar regions. Dr. Wadhwa asked if there was any instrument 
duplication between the nonpolar and polar payloads. Mr. Clarke said the Pis are being engaged to hold a 
workshop to discuss this. NASA research announcements will state the locations for each Task Order 
(TO) . Selected instruments would feed the manifests from TO 208 and beyond , building a pipeline of 
instruments and technolog y demonstrations that could be flown twice per year. NASA is moving more 
toward Pl-driven instruments, with future instrument calls planned to support a good cadence. 

In the Apollo Next Generation Sample Analysis (ANG SA) call , nine teams were selected to ana lyze 
pristine Apollo 15 and 17 samp les with techniques that were not availab le in the 1970s. Beyond VIPER , 
SMD wants to do additional rover missions. A request for information (RFI) is due to be relea sed to 
industry to provide new ideas, including solicitation of ideas from terrestrial mobility providers. Subjects 
include polar landers and rovers, non-polar landers and rovers , orbital assets , and in-situ research 
utilization (ISRU) research to answer questions on regolith composition and the potential ab ility to use 
lunar ice to produce fuel and oxygen . Mr. Clarke said that far-side exploration is on the. table , but that 
more input is needed from the community. NASA has been talking about orbital commun ications and 
data relay both internall y and with international agenc ies. NASA's Space Communications and 
Navigation (SCaN) and U.S. commercia l services also are interested in providing commun ications 
infrastructure. All current rovers and landers are planned for the near- side, but that could change. 

Mr. Clarke said he appreciated SC comments on the Science Strategy of the Moon, and that Dr. Bussey 
has incorporated them and refined the document. He said he wou ld be pleased to share the next version , 
and that the DAAX office intends to keep refining it as a living document. He wanted to reemphasize that 
the DAAX office is working closely with HEOMD on the sc ience that crews will carry out, to 
complement the robot ic mis sions. In April 2020, ther e will be a joint workshop with SMD , STMD , and 
HEOMD to discuss crew-enabled science at the south polar region. 

A cross-directorate , federated board structure has been stoo d up for lunar exploration and is wor king we ll. 
Mr. Clarke is an ad-hoc, voting memb er on the Gateway Program Co ntrol Board. A DAAX office staff 
member is on the Gateway Utilization Control Panel. Dr. Bailey is on the board reviewing Human 
Landing System (HLS) proposals , focu sing on the science . There is ongoing discussion on human 
pressurized and unpressurized rover concepts , aimed at ensuring science investi gation oppo11unities. For 
Mobility Services, SMD and HEOMD have been sharing draft language to prevent confusion in their 
separate RFls. 
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Dr. Cerf asked if there already were standardized operabilit y protocols for communication and data 
proce sses in the CLPS program, such as AP!s (application programming interfaces) for the landers and 
rovers. Mr. Clarke said that those discussions are under way with the initial prov iders. Dr. Cerf urged Mr. 
Clarke to look into the bundle protocols on the lSS , and prototypes being used at Mars, as Gatewa y will 
also need relay capabil ity. Mr. Clarke said he had been talk ing to the Mars teams about how they 
commun icate with rovers. NASA is also looking at the Gateway's Power Propu lsion Element (PPE) as a 
commun ications relay asset. Asked if he had read the PPIRB report , Mr. Clarke said that he had, and was 
open to add itional ideas. Mr. Weiser asked: on the RFI for Mob ility Services, how did yo u figure out who 
to engage with? Mr. Clarke said he had reached out to many organizations, including tho se with a 
terrestrial focus , as mentioned, and severa l companies are interested . Mr. Clarke said he had done some 
pre-soc ialization before releasing the RFl, and based on the feedback, had decided to issue it. 

Dr. Wadhwa said she was glad to see the emphasis on cross-directorate co llaboration, and asked Mr. 
Clarke if he could speak to the communication between the SMD division s for instruments, beyond PSD. 
Mr. Clarke noted that there has been interest from HPD for solar wind data, and also from HEOMD on 
radiation mea surements · at Gateway. The DAAX office has reached out to other divisions for intere st in 
flyin g on PPE; it was asce11ained that APD and ESD have limited interest on flying ear ly on PPE. As 
Gateway evo lves, Mr. Clarke expected to continue to collaborate across the SMD div isions, looking at all 
the different aspects of the configurat ion. From a CLPS standpo int, the instrument s are open to the entire 
community , not just planetar y science. There is interest from APO to conducting futu re missions on the 
far side; the DAAX office is working with them on decid ing when to put out a ca ll. In response to a 
question about Astrobot ics and Intuitive Mac hines, Mr. Clarke confirmed that there are commerc ial 
payloads being shared with the NASA payloads, and that both providers have evo lved capabilit ies 
planned. Astrobo tics has a larger lander called the Griffin lander that can carry heavier payloads , and also 
have plans for a commercia l Polaris rover. There also are orbital providers that cou ld launch CubeSat s. 
Dr. Cerf asked if anyone was thi nking through the potential for orbita l debri s around the Moon. Mr. 
Clarke agreed that NASA needs to plan around this matter sooner rather than later , with international 
discu ssions as we ll. 

Discussion 
Dr. Wadhwa asked for impressio ns from around the room. Mr. Weiser felt that a lot has to be 
accomplished for the next set of CLPS ca lls; participants will need collaboration to achieve resu lts within 
the rapid timelines. Dr. Hoffman thought that the PPIRB report deserved an SC endor semen t. As far as 
the lunar science went , he thought that this still was in the fo rmative stage , and all that the SC could ask is 
to be kept updated once plans are estab lished. Dr. Verbiscer echoed the endorsement of the PPIRB , and 
Dr. Oze l agreed. Dr. Liemohn said he was amazed and impressed that the Moon to Mars effort has moved 
so fast, and commended the DAAX office on its progress. Dr. Cerf commented first that the meet ing had 
been we ll organized with an appropriate scope, within wh ich member s could react and converge on ideas. 
He then noted that given the rapid pace of commerciali zation and increased activity of other space 
agenc ies that there will be a greate r need to coordi nate and agree on how to behave on a globa l sca le. He 
added that the NEOSM is another import ant effort , especially as we cou ld be surpr ised again with regard 
to interstellar visitors. Dr. Patterson noted that space is changing fast , as is the Moon; sma ll satell ites for 
internat ional collaboration could prove to be a beneficial platform for the future. Dr. Herring said he had 
been impressed with the briefing on R&A innovations, and looked forward to the results. Dr. Larso n 
thought that NASA was making grea t progress in stepp ing up its a lignment with commerc ial activity , but 
st ill was concerned about the budget; she thought an overarching budgetary narrative should be developed 
for NASA ' s long-term planning in such an ambitious program. Dr. Wadhwa agreed , add ing that the SC 
should state that the ex isting science program should not suffer in the current atmosphere. In addition , she 
reiterated that the SC forma lly shou ld recommend the formation of a lunar science committee , 
spec ifically regard ing science of and from the Moon . 
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The SC discussed several draft findings: 
I) Planetary protection - endorsement of report , 
2) Planetar y prote ction -s cience and commercial endeavor s, 
3) Planetary protection -timeliness of action on moderni z ing the understanding of discipline s, 
techniques and addressing MSRF in a timely way , 
4) Planetar y prot ection - NASA S_MD coordination, 
5) Open source code for miss ion software , 
6) R&A innovations commendation of effo1ts aimed at eliminating potential bias , and the HIHR 
proposal pilot , 
7) Technology focus areas, 
8) NASEM Assessment ofSMD Science Activation , and the 
9) Science of the Moon Subcommittee. 

The SC also discussed one recommendation: MSR ground element coordination and the engagement of 
CAPTEM. 

Dr. Cerf sa id that he was alarmed by the tangled bureaucra cy that surrounds education. Dr. Ozel 
commented that there are many intan gibles that should not be lost as the Science Act ivation Program 
responds to the NASEM report. Dr. Larson felt that the program's response sho uld emphasize evidenc e
based result s. 

Outbrief for SMD AA 
Dr. Wadhwa presented the SC draft findings and one recommendation to Dr. Zurbuchen. 

Dr. Zurbuchen thanked the Committee for its comment s_, and asked if there was something SMD was 
missing , or ifthere were other things on which it should be focusing. Dr. He1Ting sa id he was worried 
about the government's budget deficit and the potenti al consequences to NASA and NASA Science. Dr. 
Wadhwa noted that because the Artemis program is moving quickly and might impact SMD, she asked 
that the SC be kept apprised of any potential impacts. Dr. Patterson thought there seemed to be an 
obstacle to working with international players in space , and that there did not seem to be concrete plan. 
The same prob lem exists with regard to space traffic management in the global commons. Dr. Cerf 
commented that Internet governance has a similar problem . Mr. Weiser, referring to the discu ssion on 
planetary prote ction , noted that NASA is not a regulatory agency, but does play a role and that the only 
real leverage the Agency has is business leverage. He asked: At what level does this need to be tackled ? 
Dr. Liemohn commented on commercialization in LEO and its con tribution to orbital debris , weighed 
against the positive outcome in that increased satellite activity cou ld also affo rd more opportunities for 
science. Dr. Yerbiscer said that the ground-based telescope and astrophys ics communities were especially 
concerned about orbital debris and its impact on ce lestial observations; a recent observation shows the 
interference of 19 Starlink satell ites in one image . Dr. Wadhwa said she was eager to hear about the path 
of young propo sers (via the Pl Launchpad) and their impact on the com munit y. Dr. Ozel commented that 
the APAC had looked at falling selection rates , and recommended that APD doub le its fund s allocation 
for R&A. 

Dr. Zurbuchen offered the SC the opportunity to hold future meetings at various NASA Cen ter s, so that 
members could have a glimpse of new NASA hardware. 

Dr. Wadhwa adjourned the meet ing at 12:45pm . 
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Appendix D 
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